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BOUNDING AROUND SEKI
(with most of our tendons attached)

AS HAS BEEN THE THEME LATELY, the planning for this trip was necessarily dynamic,
due to last-minute curveballs the universe lobbed our way.

We had originally planned to hike out of the Taboose Pass trailhead, and had reserved a
permit to do just that. We hadn’t done extensive planning—but destinations like Arrow
Peak, Mount Ruskin and Mount Sill were on our mind.

Then, three days before we planned to start, we received notification from Inyo Na-
tional Forest that our permit was canceled, courtesy of the Taboose Fire, which was
now raging near the Taboose Pass trailhead (to whatever extent a fire can rage in those
scrubby lowlands). This news struck at an inopportune time—we were tied up with
real-life commitments; we hadn't had time to plan our original trip, much less do any
kind of research on a back-up plan. In response to the cancelled permit, we fell back to
a familiar area; we decided that we’d just drive to Roads End and try to get a walk-up
permit for Bubbs, Woods Creek or Copper Creek, and if that failed, we’d just day hike
for a few days out of Roads End, or resort to starting from the Lewis Creek Trailhead
(which I assume has permits that can't even be given away).

The same day our permit was canceled, I had a root canal. This root canal procedure
had the distinct and singular goal of ameliorating face-throbbing pain that had plagued
me for the last two weeks. Prior to the root canal, I could temporarily stop the face-
throbbing if I put cold water in my mouth, but this was a very short-term fix; as soon as
the water warmed, the face-throbbing returned. Scotch was slightly more effective than
water, but less socially acceptable, particluarly at work, or while at the playground with
my children. As enjoyable as it was to be continuously hydrated (and/or inebrieated),
the chore of incessantly flushing my mouth with cold fluids had become a burden
(particularly overnight). I had been looking forward to the root canal, inasmuch as one
can look forward to having power tools in their mouth, and was relieved afterwards
when there appeared to be no immediate ill-effects.

Unfortunately, two days later—and still a day before our trip—the face-throbbing re-
turned; it became patently obvious that the root canal had not solved my problem. The
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gist was that a root canal was what I needed, but the power tools were wasted on the
wrong tooth. There was no time for another root canal if we kept the dates for the trip,
and hiking partner Andy didn’t have the flexibility in his vacation time to reschedule.
But face-throbbing, I conjectured, is just the type of thing that maybe goes away when
you walk all day through the mountains, on account of all the other throbbing, and on
account of the fact that our bodies only seem to have so much throbbing that they can
care about at one time. And even if there is face-throbbing, mountains are the kind of
place where there is cold water all over. It seemed reasonable—and as I prophetically
wrote after my last trip report: “You just need to go, and play things by ear when you
get there.” So, that is precisely what we decided to do.

Our route planning remained atypically vague—by the time we departed for Roads
End, we still hadn’t chosen a preferred trailhead, route, or itinerary. We had the four
hour drive to discuss it. Instead of printing detailed maps with annotations, I absent-
mindedly printed a handful of USGS quads, and snapped photos of all the
conceivably-relevant pages out of Secor.

We packed enough food for five days. That, our quads, and our general starting loca-
tion was “our plan.”

__________

I DO NOT REQUIRE a lot of sleep, but I can tell that the singular hour of shuteye that I
got last night was not sufficient.

Of course, it wasn't just the one night; it had come riding on the coattails of many
sleepless nights—even I hadn’t figured out a way to cool my throbbing tooth on fifteen
minute cycles without staying awake.

In the inky, still darkness of an East Bay night, we pile our things into Andy’s truck. it’s
2:1 5AM. We want to make it to Roads End by 7:00AM, so that we’re there for opening
spree. Of course, it’s not really opening spree, we note with disdain—today’s permits
could all be gone; today’s permits were available yesterday, at 1 :00PM. It is a silly sys-
tem that incentivizes wasting an entire day before you start hiking. But, it is the system
we have to deal with.

As we motor along hwy. 1 80, and pass through a construction zone just outside of
Sanger, we hear the sudden THWOP THWOP THWOPPING and feel the gentle
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pull to the right that means one of our tires is flat. Andy pulls over. By headlamp, we
survey the damage: his right front tire is shredded. Fortunately, the shoulder is wide
here, and there is plenty of room to change the tire without fear of getting struck by
other sleep-deprived permit-seekers.

We both mentally run down our internal checklists of “How big of a problem is this?”
but decide that it is not that big of a problem—Andy has a spare tire, and that’s that.

As Andy begins loosening lugnuts, he encounters a stuck one. He leans and pushes and
grunts, and then there’s a loud CRACK, and I think it’s just the lug nut popping loose,
but Andy jumps back, and grabs his bicep.

“Shucks1 ,” he says, grabbing his arm. He moves his arm, extending his forearm, then
curling it back up. He says shucks a few more times.

“Is it okay?” I ask, knowing that Andy is not the type to say shucks for minor things.

“I don’t know,” he says. He continues loosening lug nuts, then begins to spin the jack,
but it’s no bueno on his arm, so I tag in and takeover.

As I jack the car, we both independently revisit our internal “How big of a problem is
this?” checklists, and this time, the answer is far more hazy.

We finish swapping the tire, and his arm is definitely not okay, but maybe it’s okay to
hike, and that’s good enough for us.

"You jutht need to go, and pway it by ee-ah," I say stubbornly, with my still-swollen
mouth.

We stand back, admiring at our handiwork. Unfortunately, the spare tire that we've
mounted is a little squishy against the pavement; we check the pressure, and it’s only at
20 PSI. Hwy 1 80 into Roads End is not the kind of place you want to go bouncing
about on a squishy tire, so we drive back into Sanger and visit an air compressor before

resuming our drive.

We are less sleepy now, anyway.
________

____________

1 . He may have opted for a word that was slightly different than "shucks"
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AT A FEW MINUTES PAST 7:00AM, we pull into the Roads End day-use parking lot, ad-
jacent to the permit-issuing ranger station. The tire/arm/re-inflation spectacle only set
us back by twenty minutes.

We spent the intervening drive discussing route options. Our opinions were colored by
Andy’s questionable arm, which now superseded my tooth as the ThingWe’re Con-
cerned About.

By the time we’ve reached the permit station, we still haven’t made a decision, but
we’ve narrowed down the options to two:

One option is to start from the Copper Creek trail, then follow the Sierra High Route,
slow-packing it this time, to visit some of the just-off-the-route destinations that we
walked past last time; Goat and Munger Peaks, Windy Point, Red Point, and Marion
Peak, among a few others. Upon our exit into Upper Basin, we’d consider Mount
Ruskin, then play our next move by ear—depending on how long all that took, and how
much energy we had left. We’d try to add a trip to Bench Lake, followed by White Fork
Pass, then an ascent of Ickes, a traverse to O’Burley, and maybe Crater, then we’d ske-
daddle back to Roads End.

The other option is to start via Woods Creek, and depart the trail above Upper Para-
dise, to head towards the Arrow Creek drainage. We’d ascend Pyramid and Arrow
Peaks, then do much of the first option, albeit in reverse—start with Ickes and O’Burley,
then head towards Upper Basin, and follow the SHR southbound towards Roads End,
with as many bonus destinations as we could tolerate.

Our sentiments were that the second option was slightly more adventurous, particu-
larly on the first day. If Andy’s arm is questionable, maybe that’s not the choice. But,
we do love adventure, so to the extent that we seek it out—the second choice tugs at us.

We struggle under the weight of our ponderous first-world dilemma: Just how much
voluntary suffering/adventure is the best amount of voluntary suffering/adventure?

Soon, the ranger asks what permit we’re looking for—I look to Andy; his arm, his call.

“Copper Creek.”
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We are in luck, because there are Copper Creek permits. We were still worried we’d
be stuck with Lewis Creek permits, which would require many unrewarding trail
miles on the first day—and worse than that—a five mile road walk once we finished.

We shiver through the LNT briefing—it is cold here. Did I pack enough warm things?

Roads End is at 5 ,000 feet—we’re going to go higher; much, much higher.

We obtain our permits, and do last-minute car things. Our shivering subsides as we
make our way up the switchbacking Copper Creek trail. The good news is that Andy’s
arm seems fine with using his trekking poles to walk up a trail, so that’s a start; that’s
not an insignificant fraction of what we’re here to do.

__________

ABOVE UPPER TENT MEADOW, we encounter a group of hikers, paused along the side
of the switchbacking trail. Their packs are enormous; one of them has an entire roll of
duct tape dangling off the side of his pack.

We stop to chat with them. They ask about our route; we tell them we’re off on the Si-
erra High Route; we’ll go as long as our food carries us.

“We’re doing the same thing!” They exclaim. “But, we’re taking 1 1 days,” they add.

I ask where they’re going to turn around to get back to the trailhead—ifthey're out for

1 1 days, they'll have to just turn around somewhere. Upper Basin? But my question is
met with blank stares.

“We hoped to make it to Colby Pass,” one of them says.

Since Colby Pass is the opposite direction from the the Sierra High Route, I am con-
fused, and unfortunately, from this point in the conversation onwards, our general un-
derstanding of exactly what the other is saying only decreases; I say the names of some
places that they can’t locate without a map; they name some places that aren’t in the
direction that they’re headed.

I am not too worried about their well-being; if they run into trouble, they have enough
duct tape to fashion a raft and ride it down whatever drainage they find themselves on,
back to civilization.
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Geographical confusion notwithstanding, they’re excited; it’s their first time in Kings
Canyon. I tell them that they have Grouse Lake to look forward to—it’s a gem; a sub-
alpine oasis with beautiful panoramic views. It is just above, only a few miles from
here.

“Will we get there today?” They ask, excitedly.

“Of course—you’ll be there in a few hours.”

We leave them, and continue upwards. I express my puzzlement to Andy about their
general route, and he responds frankly with doubts that they are taking the Sierra High
Route. Of course, he’s right—quickly it all makes sense; they’re following the Granite
Pass trail to Simpson Meadow, then they’ll ascend the Middle Fork Kings to the JMT,
then follow that over Mather, Pinchot and Forester Passes, before turning back, and
heading north over Colby Pass and Avalanche Passes, past the Sphinx, and to Roads
End.

I realize that I know what the rest of their day entails—it entails Granite Pass, then
4,000 feet of descending loose, dusty switchbacks to the sweltering, mosquito-ridden
Simpson Meadow, then camp along the rocky canyon of the Middle Fork Kings
wherever they can find flat spots to host them.

I chuckle—my mention of shimmering subalpine oases will seem like a cruel prank.

____________

UNDER BLUEBIRD SKIES, we arrive at the shore of Grouse Lake—the shimmering oasis
that is most certainly on our itinerary, at least. We pause in the shade for water and
food, and gaze upwards at Goat and Munger Peaks. We decide to ascend Goat first.
Our initial plan was to ascend to Mungoat Pass, where we’d drop packs, then climb
south to Goat, return to the pass, don our packs, climb north to Munger, then continue
to the north from the summit, rejoining the SHR in the meadows south of Goat Crest
Saddle. However—with the route now in front of us—the ridge line traverse between
Goat and the saddle strikes us as long and tedious. Instead, I propose that we ascend
the southern aspect of Goat directly, then traverse to the saddle.

We shrug, and adopt just that strategy. Soon, we are scrambling; it is refreshing to be
back on soulful granite, with hands-and-feet climbing leading us steadily upwards. The
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climbing is mostly fun, mostly class two scrambling, with minor bushwhacking through
stunted pines whenever our routefinding fails us.

Soon, we are on top. The views, of course, are spectacular—this is a spectacular corner
of the Sierra, and everything is spectacular. We find the summit register, and are sur-
prised to discover that although it was placed in 1 984, it still is not filled; this is an ac-
cessible, dayhike-able peak—we are surprised it doesn’t draw more crowds.

We gaze with limited enthusiasm down towards the ridge line that leads to the saddle
forming Mungoat Pass. Our initial estimation that it would be a tedious ridgeline is
further validated from this vantage. With waning gusto, we begin descending the ridge
line.

__________

UPON ARRIVAL AT THE SADDLE, we face the grim reality that Andy’s arm is not so great
for hands-and-feet climbing. He offers to wait while I ascend Munger solo, but I de-
cline—the honest answer is that some combination of sleep deprivation, sunlight, and
today’s effort thus far today has me lacking in energy. Munger can wait.
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We descend an unnamed saddle in an effort to ad-hoc a route that will rejoin the SHR,
and the route goes; soon we are back on the high route, and enjoy the benign but un-
deniably scenic cross-country travel of the next several miles—over Goat Crest Saddle,
past Glacier Lakes, and onto the State Lakes trail.

As we make our way towards State Lakes, we struggle up the minor ascents in the trail.
We are, quite frankly, cooked. Something took it out of us today. I don’t know what it is.
Last time I adventured along this route, I made it to Marion Lake, and still had gusto,
but stopped there anyway due to looming thunderstorms. Maybe it was Goat Peak? I do
not know. There is also the obvious recent bout of sleep deprivation in the mix.

We arrive at lower State Lake. Andy summarily sits on a rock, and gazes at infinity. I
drop my pack and wander around until I find amenable spots for bivies and tents.

In no time, we’re fed, with shelters pitched. We take turns napping in the
dusk—neither of us can make it to darkness without a power nap. We awake refreshed,
and continue consuming calories, which is a necessity, in order to cram all of our food
into the single Bearikade we’ve brought. We don head nets as we eat—the mosquitoes
are not particularly ferocious, but they are menacing enough that we want some res-
pite. Besides, we have brand new Peter Vacco head nets, and we want to see how awe-
some they are2.

We eat, and chat, and eat and chat. We decide that tomorrow, we’ll just stick to the
SHR, and follow it to Lake Basin. I’ll do some of the spur stuff, and maybe Andy will
too; we’ll play it by ear.

And then it’s dark; we successfully cram all our food in the bear can, and head off to
slumber.

I sleep better than I have in a week—although I awake periodically with a throbbing
tooth, my overall exhaustion wins the battle, and I sleep soundly in a few hour-long
spurts throughout the night.

__________

____________

2. They are awesome
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WE ARE ON THE TRAIL and moving by 6:30AM.

We meander towards upper State Lake, then pass along the isthmus between Horse-
shoe Lakes.

Then we are climbing towards Gray Pass.

Soon we are slapped in the face with the views; the views from this part of the high
route are phenomenal. We peer out over the vast canyon of the Middle Fork Kings,
looking straight up the throats of Goddard Creek and the Enchanted Gorge. We’re in
the Real SierraTM right now, but we’re definitely, definitely, looking at the REAL Real
SierraTM.

We reach the junction with Windy Ridge, whereupon one must choose whether or not
to meander out towards Windy Point. We have not meandered that way in the past,
and choose to do so today. We drop our packs and walk along the ridge, quickly reach-
ing the terminus at the prominent Windy Point.

We inspect the weather station that is here. It is unclear to me who owns and maintains
the weather station, or to whom the data is made available. Signs of helicopter landings
indicate that someone visits it.

More impressive than the views of the weather station are the views of the surrounding
Sierra, but we hesitantly admit that these views are actually quite similar to the views
from Gray Pass.

We return to Gray Pass, then pick up our packs, and continue, descending towards
Cartridge Creek.

__________

WHITE PASS POSES NO DIFFICULTIES, and soon we are on top. We had initially toyed
with summiting Marion Peak from here, but the route looks decidedly unfriendly to
Andy’s arm, so we opt to skip it.

We contour towards Red Pass, and once atop it, decide to continue upwards, to Red
Point. Like Windy Point, it is a minor spur that we walked by last time, but seems a
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worthwhile diversion. We drop packs and scramble upwards on jagged red slabby rock.
We pause when we first catch sight ofMarion Lake, some 1 ,500 feet below—we are
taken aback by how blue it is. I shouldn’t be surprised; even from satellite photos it
seems crassly oversaturated. But I’ve seen it thrice before—today it seems extra blue.

Soon, we are atop Red Point. More views, and this time, a summit register. We are sur-
prised to find that the summit register has few entries—even with its proximity to Rop-
er’s route, not many make their way to the summit. Or, perhaps not many are able to
successfully extract the summit register from the glass bottle it resides in.

Either way, we become proud signatories, and after enjoying the views for quite a few
more minutes, we descend to Red Pass, and eventually, Marion Lake.

__________

IN LAKE BASIN, WE MUST CHOOSE what to do next. One option is to exit Lake Basin to
the north, over Dumbbell Pass, to climb Observation Peak. But I think Dumbbell Pass
has more arm involvement than Andy is looking for. And, our desired exit strategy
from Dumbbell Lakes Basin would be Upper Basin Cross, and based on the spacing of
the contour lines on the topo, this certainly has arm-involvement on the upper portion
of the western aspect.

Another option is Vennacher Col, but it too is really a non-option, due to arm involve-
ment on the western aspect.

A third option is Frozen Lake Pass. From there, we’d emerge in Upper Basin. Tomor-
row, we could climb Prater, which we are sure is a Class 1 walk-up, and entirely arm-
friendly.

A fourth option is Cartridge Pass. It’s a straightforward slog to the top; there is nothing
tricky, with no use of hands required. We would descend the northern slopes, down to
the wooded valley formed by the South Fork Kings, only a few miles west of the JMT.
If we went this way, our next destination would be Bench Lake and White Fork Pass,
then Ickes, O’Burley and perhaps Crater.

As we plod through Lake Basin, we toss these options about. We reach the shores of an
L-shaped lake, and pause; it is here that we must decide. I am up for either Frozen Lake
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Pass or Cartridge Pass; I’m drawn to Frozen Lake Pass due to my adventurous spirit;
there is little exciting about Cartridge Pass. But Cartridge Pass delivers us promptly to
terrain I’m eager to see, so there’s that.

Andy hasn’t been over Cartridge Pass, and he leans that way, so that’s the way we go.

__________

AS WE DESCEND SWITCHBACKS from Cartridge Pass to the South Fork Kings, we en-
counter humans, which are a thing we haven’t seen since our misguided conversation
with the Duct Tape Gang on the Copper Creek Trail. This group of humans is com-
posed of three park rangers, heading upwards, towards Cartridge Pass. We pause to
chat; they ask where we came from, and where we’re going, and we give them either
way too much information or way too little—I can never quite tell what is expected
when one asks that question, ranger or not. We ask where they are headed, and they
say “Lake Basin, we hope;” it is getting late in the day and they are a considerable dis-

tance below the pass. We wish them good luck, and continue on our way.

Soon, we are at the bottom. We briefly discuss options—to get to Bench Lake, there are
three ways we could go: we could climb the talus, as Robert and I did in 201 7; we
could head westward, and ascend the wooded slopes along the creek that drains the
basin below Arrow Peak then backtrack XC to the east, to arrive at Bench Lake; or we
could head eastward, along the old JMT, parallel to the South Fork Kings, until we in-
tersect the modern JMT, and from there, head south, and then west, along good trails,
to arrive at Bench Lake.

The talus seems like a poor choice, given Andy’s arm.

Ascending the wooded slopes cross-country seems like a reasonable choice, but the sun
is dipping lower and lower in the sky—it’s now 5:00PM. It’s late September, and sunset
is around 6:30PM. If we go this way, we may end up negotiating trail-less wooded slopes
by headlamp, which is not my preferred illumination scenario while negotiating trail-

less wooded slopes.

I have never taken the old JMT from here, and that approach returns us to trails
quickly, negating any concerns about waning daylight. We opt for that, and are soon
headed east, along the South Fork Kings, and along the old JMT.
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The trail disappears at times beneath talus fields, but we stay close to the river when
this happens, and only hop talus on the first talus field. Soon, the trail grows more
prominent.

As we walk, subtle sensations slowly creep over me until they are blatant and irrefut-
able: I am both exhausted and famished. This is a low moment. It is an inexplicable low
moment—I have not done anything particularly arduous today.

But, one cannot rationalize a low moment away. One can only embrace it.

I try to take solace in the fact that this is the old JMT; that this sometimes-there and
sometimes-not-there apparition is ensconsced in a mysterious and romantic history.
What were the last hikers like, before the Golden Staircase was built in 1 938, when
this trail was a part of the JMT? It was a different world then.

As I walk, I wonder about that world; about what a life was like in that world. Had

burritos even been invented yet3?

____________

3. Yes: the burrito was invented in 1 934. Their lives were not so different from ours, after all.
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We walk in silence on the historic trail. My thoughts have quickly moved past waxing
nostalgic about historical footpaths. I do not know what Andy is thinking about, but I
have zen-like focus on the miracle of food.

Eventually, we emerge from the foliage, intersecting the modern JMT where it crosses
the South Fork Kings. At the first crossing, any lingering thoughts we have on romantic
history are immediately vaporized, when a dude strips to his briefs directly in front of
us. He eases into a swirling eddy pool along the rocky bank.

We pause for water, and to ingest calories. This break is energizing, and even the too-
close-proximity briefs cannot prevent the complete reversal of my mercurial mood.

We climb out of the canyon of the South Fork Kings with gusto; the remaining trail
miles to Bench Lake go quickly. In waning daylight we arrive at Bench Lake’s shores.
We quickly find a campsite, pitch tents and tarps, ingest more calories, and tuck in for
the night.

__________

UNDER THE GRAY LIGHT from a cloud-covered early morning sun, we walk along the
shoreline of Bench Lake. We pause along its western shore, where we meet a camper.
He had been enjoying the still, serene morning, until two buffoons bumbled their way
through his campsite.

With skepticism, he asks if the trail goes anywhere, pointing in the direction that we’re
headed. We explain that it does not, but there are cross-country options aplenty. We
list a few of these options, before realizing that he’s probably not actually interested in
them, despite how much we might like talking about them.

“I went cross country once,” he says, “it’s not for me. Gabbot Pass, Mills Creek—broke
a trekking pole at Lake Italy. I have to spend too much time looking at where I put my
feet. And solo? Not a great idea.”

We nod.

“I broke a pole at Lake Italy,” Andy adds. “Maybe Lake Italy just eats trekking poles.”

We leave him to his quiet morning, and continue, now contouring cross-country along
lightly-wooded slopes towards the basin below Arrow Peak.

___________
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WE PAUSE AT A PRISTINE LAKE. We have made our way halfway up White Fork Pass,
and the crux of the pass is now in front of us. The crux looks trivial but tedious; a
steep, loose slope with no distinguishing features other than a few cliff bands to avoid.
The slope is broad, and we ponder the very best part of the slope to ascend.

Eventually, we give up on pondering, and begin our sloggy ascent. We’re not quite sure
what the elevation of the top of the pass is—this particular USGS quad has metric con-
tours. On good days I can convert units using mental math, but today, multiplying
3800 by 3.28 in my head is out of the question.

____________

ATOPWHITE FORK PASS, the views are enormous. We can see southwards—Mounts
Cotter, Clarence King, and Gardiner; Rae Lakes basin, and more—the Kaweahs;
Brewer and the Guards. The White Fork unfolds beneath us to the south. Its namesake
is now obvious; the river, even this far above, appears as a white ribbon, winding
through the valley below. I assume it owes its whiteness to some sort of mineral thing,
in the same way the creek on the north side ofWhite Fork does, where it leaves the
rocks in its bed bleached as though they where whitewashed.

We rest on our respective laurels and soak in the views, before we are eventually
tugged onwards, to contour and climb towards Ickes.

___________

THE VIEWS ARE NO WORSE from atop Ickes. More landmarks unfold beneath us on both
sides; to the north, we can see the eastern corner of Bench Lake. It is a far more direct
route from last night’s camp than the route we took. We were interested in White Fork
Pass, so we took the long way.

The summit register holds a treasure—a summit register entry from 1 966. That is
something! As we page through the registry, we see a few names we recognize.

We depart the summit and work our way along the ridge towards O’Burley. The ridge
offers interesting scrambling, and an occasional catwalk along its apex—we continue in
this way; the fun of this section makes up for the general slogginess we’ve otherwise
endured this morning.
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We arrive at O’Burley, but as I make the final moves towards the summit, the terrain
suddenly becomes unquestionably impassable to those witout ropes or jetpacks;
infinite exposure along slender, cleaving blades of fragile rock jutting skyward. I turn to
Andy:

“Nope.”

It is not necessary to scrutinize the rock, waiting for an easier option to emerge; some-
times, it is that obvious. I wonder if we’ve been sandbagged by the O’Burley team, who
named the summit (and purportedly climbed it) as part of the 201 3 Sierra Challenge.

But then we consult our maps; we are not on O’Burley, we are at an intermediate point
along the ridge. In hindsight, this makes sense—the prominence of this minor summit is
negligible; it is a peaklet that doesn’t warrant a name. We identify the real O’Bur-
ley—which looks far more like a real summit—and begin ascending towards it.

The rock remains interesting, and soon we are on top. The views are similar in spec-
tacularity to Ickes. From here, we have a view directly up the throat of Upper Basin,
towards Mather Pass; it is an interesting vantage for those accustomed to the views
from the JMT. Just below us are the lakes that ensconce the northern side of Pinchot
Pass—Marjorie, and other unnamed lakes. We peer downwards, and make out the faint
ribbon that is the JMT, meandering past these lakes, towards Pinchot Pass. Pinchot
Pass seems so high when you’re on the JMT. It seems so low from here.

After signing the register, we gaze upwards at Crater, but again, the answer is “nope.”
This time, it is not exposed climbing that has me so negative—it’s a combination of fa-
tigue, and the endless ridge that we’d follow upwards towards Crater.

With Crater out of the picture, we have two options: drop to the northeast, to the lakes
just north of Pinchot Pass, then rejoin the trail, and follow it south over Pinchot Pass, or
drop to the south, and descend the White Fork drainage, eventually intersecting the
JMT just north ofWoods Creek crossing.

We briefly discuss the options, and eventually decide to descend the White Fork—that
approach maximizes Adventure! , and maximizes new (to us) terrain.

The southern aspect of O’Burley is a dream slope of slippery, slidey scree; we practice
our screeing, and are soon on the floor of the gentle valley below. We work our way
downwards, pausing briefly for water, and briefly to investigate the largest snow bridge
we’ve ever seen.
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The canyon walls steepen, and soon, we are descending along the bottom of a V-shaped
canyon. There are only two options to descend; a meager use trail along the side of the
creek, or the creek bed itself. The creek bed is more fun; I opt for that where possible,
but it is no quicker than the use trail, which Andy sticks to. Finally, our path dead-ends
abruptly at an engineered trail—footprints and all. We’re back on the JMT.

We pause for water and discuss our next move, which we conclude is to ascend towards
Sawmill Pass, Mount Cedric Wright and Colosseum Mountain. I had scoured my
photos of Secor the night prior, and discovered that they both have Class 1 options.

Andy’s arm is up for that.

____________

SOMETIMES, IT IS HARD to find a campsite. This is one of those times.

The lakes that dot the basin below Sawmill Pass disappoint us; they are marshy, reed-
fringed ponds, not the subalpine granitic pools we hoped for. We wander about the
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lakes, looking for sensible places to pitch our shelters. We passed a few spots on our
way up, but they are now an unacceptable backtrack away.

The version of Gaia that is on Andy’s phone has a topo map that is marked with a
campsite. The campsite is labeled “Tree campsite at 1 0,990”. It appears to be off the
trail, within a grove of trees. Andy heads off in that direction; I head towards two
slightly higher lakes. I am incredulous that Gaia knows anything useful about back-
country campsites—it seems like some artifact of poorly-done crowdsourcing.

I visit the lakes, and although they are granitic oases, I see no obvious places for tents.

As I wait for Andy to return from his questionably-informed search, I savor the solitude
and serenity of the meadows we’re meandering through; slanted, late-September sun-
beams paint the already auburn grasses—like a still, silent fire has engulfed the land-
scape. It’s an all-too-perfect painting; so perfect, even a campsite can’t be found.

We reconvene fifteen minutes later. It turns out, Gaia did know something about a
campsite; it even had an illegal fire ring. But there wasn’t room for two tents, and it lay
beneath a mousetrap canopy of dead tree limbs.

Instead, we make do with the one good spot that we did find. Andy pitches his tent
there; I plop myself onto ambiguous "not a meadow, but not not a meadow, either” ter-
rain, where clumps of grass grow through a patchwork of decomposed granite. It will
have to do. Durable surface or not, we are in a beautiful clearing, ringed by alpenglow-
painted fiery, foreign-to-us peaks, beneath Sawmill Pass.

We settle in, and eat and chat. We’ll climb Cedric Wright and Colosseum tomorrow,
then start wokring our way back to Roads End, our car, and cheeseburgers. We’ll either
go the long way, via Glen Pass, or the short way, via Paradise Valley. If we’re really do-
ing well on time, we’ll go over Glen Pass, then detour up to East Lake. Andy hasn’t
seen East Lake, but everybody should.

As we relax in waning daylight, I inspect my foodstuffs. I am doing an admirable job of
consuming food on this trip, if nothing else. After performing some crude calorie-
counting, I determine that I may need to ration my food to finish without an empty
stomach. I shudder at the thought of experiencing slight hunger, then comfort myself
by eating my seventh Slim Jim of the trip.

____________
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LAKE 1 1 ,424 IS NESTLED calmly in a small basin separating Mount Cedric Wright
from Mount Colosseum. It is along its shores that we drop our packs and discuss our
ascent options. We’re going to climb Cedric Wright first, then Colosseum. Secor says
that Cedric Wright is Class 1 on the southeast slope, but Class 3 from Colosseum Col,
which is a minor lip that is just above us to the north. Surprisingly, it is I who vetoes the
Class 3 route—it doesn’t look too armsy from here, but we can’t see the entire ridge line,
and Secor is not known for downplaying things. Undoubtedly, there are spots along
that route with exposure, and Andy’s arm is getting no better—a sure sign that it is
quite possibly shucked beyond a minor pull or a strain. What then, when we encounter
the exposure? Hope that his arm doesn’t falter? Turn back? It will be too easy to do
something dumb.

We ascend the southeast slope, and I am excited to discover a buttress of rock jutting
out from the slope, offering an interesting alternative to the otherwise sloggy slope.

Soon, we’re on top: views, summit registers, snacks and photos. The entire world
around us is painted in crimsons and deep blues and ambers; it is fantastic, and as al-
ways, we do not understand—why are we alone here? This is spectacular, where are the
other people?
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But there are no other people—we shrug and begin our descent. It’s down down down;
we both take the loose slope and it’s carefree screeing; we are down in a matter of
minutes.

By the lakeshore we briefly don packs and quickly ascend Coliseum Col, before drop-
ping them again to head eastward, up the gentle slopes of Colosseum Mountain. This
time, There are no interesting buttresses—there is just the slog.

____________

I SUMMIT A MINOR RISE, and gain the elongated, gently-sloped plateau of Colosseum
Mountain. CLICK CLACK CLICK CLACK say my trekking poles, as I propel my-
self forwards, up the unassuming slope. Then there is a foreign noise, and a bit of mo-
tion in peripheral view. I stop.

I stare at them. There are several—8? 1 0? My brain exhausts the short list of possible
mammals, quickly arriving at the conclusion that I already know: elusive Sierra Big-
horn. They are some two hundred feet away, grazing on the sparse, patchy grasses that
grow on the plateau.

I pull out my camera, and take several pictures, then pause, looking backwards
anxiously. I do not want Andy to miss this; he cannot miss this.

I hear his distant CLICK CLACK and soon he too crests the rise. He is looking down,
so I try to simultaneously gain his attention without startling the bighorn. These are
contradictory goals. But then I have his attention, and I haven't scared the bighorn;
Andy stops CLICK CLACKING, and soon he is by my side. I try to point out the big-
horn, but they are marvelously camouflaged; eventually, with the use of interesting
planes of reference, he sees them.

I resume my photography; the bighorns resume their grazing. We continue in this fash-
ion for ten seconds. Just as I switch my camera to video, the bighorn decide that they
have had enough, and begin trotting towards the edge of the plateau. They accelerate,
continuing to gain speed, as though the rocky terrain is no reason to slow. One after an-
other, they drop over the edge of the plateau.

“Talus zen infinity,” Andy comments, as I finish the recording4.

____________

4. Video here: https://youtu.be/sn7EHz0btek

https://youtu.be/sn7EHz0btek
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We are both temporarily frozen, in a state of humble exhilaration. This thirty-second
experience immediately recalibrates the gravity of this already-phenomenal trip. This
encounter is an experience that we can pin to our lapel, to keep forever. It is ours.

Eventually, I regain my senses, and wander over to the edge of the plateau, to see if I
can observe them any further. I peer downward, but am not optimistic that I will find
them—their camouflage is far too perfect. I am ready to give up when they whiz into
view—and out of view—one more time, disappearing one after another over the steep
northern precipice of Colosseum Col, some five hundred feet below.

More humbled exhilaration, as I retrace my steps towards Andy.

____________

IT IS NOT UNTIL we are on top of Colosseum’s eastern summit that we realize that the
eastern summit is not the true summit. The USGS map has the locator on this summit,
but that may be simply for surveying preference; the other summit indeed appears
higher. It is a trivial walk from one to the other, so we happily oblige our true-summit
seeking senses. We pause to don jackets; the world is becoming increasingly cold and
gray, and the wind is biting.
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We arrive at the true summit. The presence of a register on this summit insinuates that
others agree with our assessment of this as the true summit—although admittedly, from
here, the eastern summit now appears higher. I reach for my tripod, then realize that I
don’t have it. I wrack my grey matter to recall the last place that I remember seeing it,
then realize I watched it fall out when I pulled my jacket from my pack.

Don’t forget that, I remember mentally noting, as I saw it laying in the sandy gravel
between boulders. And then I forgot it.

I leave Andy, so that I can backtrack on what will likely be a fruitless search for a tiny
tripod lying in the sand next to a boulder in an infinite sea of sand and boulders. I think
I arrive at just the right boulder, but the tripod is nowhere to be found. I can’t find our
footprints anywhere, although sheep prints are everywhere. I stop at other candidate
locations, but after fifteen minutes, have had no luck.

Leave single trace, I think to myself sadly, as I descend towards Colosseum Col. It’s a
tiny tripod—it only weighs 1 .5 oz—someone will find it, and pack it out. Or no one will
find it, ever. Does it matter, in that case? Have I left a trace, ifthe trace cannot be dis-

cerned by humankind?

My reaching attempts at philosophical rationalization are ineffective. My humble ex-
hilaration is now subdued by the sting of irresponsible incompetence.

This, too, is on my lapel forever.

____________

AS WE SCOUT THE INITIAL DESCENT from Colosseum Col, we are awestruck by the fact
that the bighorn herd went down this at seemingly full speed. The col is choked with
icy snow, with loose rock on the periphery, all of it downwards pointing at a rather
menacing angle. Talus zen infinity, indeed.

I survey the scene, and decide it’s a glissade candidate.   I negotiate to the edge of the
snowfield.

“Wait,” Andy says. “Don’t go yet.”

He is readying his cell phone camera.
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That should be a clue, but it is not; I edge out onto the snowfield.

It is icy. Too icy.

“I’m not going to do it. It’s too—“

SHIT! I am moving, accelerating downwards on the icy slope. I stab the ice with my
poles and successfully self-arrest to a precarious pause, mustering just enough friction
on the icy slope to maintain a stationary position. SHIT SHIT! I breathe deeply. GET

OFF, GET OFF.

I inch my way off the snowfield, and regain rock—delightful, coarse, grippy rock.

“Maybe lower down,” I say, sheepishly.

Soon we arrive at lower down, and some of it isn’t so steep—I head back out to the
snowfield for a minor glissade, intending to save some internal face after the failure
above.

I launch into the glissade; instead of saving my internal face, I destroy my external
backside; the snowfield is too icy; it delivers a rhythm-bag barrage of icy punches to my
tailbone.

“Shucks,” I say, at the bottom, rubbing my backside.  

____________

WE REJOIN THE JMT below Twin Lakes, and make expedient progress towards Woods
Creek crossing. We’ll go over Glen Pass, we’ve decided—we’re doing fine on time.
Maybe we’ll get to East Lake today, or maybe not, but we ought to make it over Glen
Pass.

We pass many on the trail; it is the JMT, after all. As I overpass hikers, I startle them. I
try to alert them in advance—coughs, the intentional extra-loud CLICK CLACK of
trekking poles—but I almost always end up creepily announcing my presence from just
behind: “I’ll pass when you get the chance.” It always comes out in a quiet, too-peace-
ful voice.
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“JESUS F&@STICKS!!” is the usual response, “I HAD NO IDEA YOUWERE
THERE.”

I pass two gentleman who are hoisting admirable loads as they amble down the trail.
We discuss hiking things as I pass; they are hiking most of the JMT. They ask about my
route and I give the usual non-answer that I give to somebody doing a labeled thing
when I’m doing a not-labeled thing: “Ah, Just out for a five-day loop type of thing.”

We pass them, then arrive shortly at the suspension bridge over Woods Creek. We
cross the bridge, then descend to the creek side, for calories and rejuvenation.

The two JMT hikers pass overhead as we are readying to go. I chat with them while
waiting for Andy. They are on day #20 of their hike.  

“We’re not fast hikers,” they say—they are only averaging 6.5 miles per day. “We can’t
seem to get out of camp before noon.”

“What has been your favorite part?” I ask.

“Pinchot Pass,” he says. “I love the colors.”

____________

WE PAUSE ALONG THE ISTHMUS between Upper and Middle Rae Lakes. Two hikers
are also stopped here, recovering from a dip in the frigid lake.

“This is a great place to get in!” She exclaims.

With an empty water bottle in hand, Andy approaches the shoreline to inspect, only to
discover a fifteen foot sheer drop to the water. He opts for an alternative means of ac-
cessing the shoreline.

“I meant, to really get in,” she adds.

I chat with the hikers while Andy gets water. They are hiking from Onion Valley to
South Lake.

“There were more of us,” she says, “but the others were scared of the weather, and
dropped out.”
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“But they gave us their beanies,” he adds, “so it’s all good.”

They are dressed kind of like ultrarunners. His hairstyle screams ultrarunner. That or
pothead. Whichever it is, he is probably very serious about it.

Eventually, they pack up, and head on their way. I watch them for a moment before
shouting: “Hey! You’re going the wrong way! The JMT is that way!”

They thank me, as they turn back from the spur trail into Sixty Lake Basin, and head
north on the JMT.

I decide that if he can only be one of the two, he is probably not an ultra-runner.

____________

ATOP GLEN PASS, I DO MY BEST to stifle my asthmatic cough. I aggressively sucked

cold, dry mountain air coming up the pass, having fallen into a groove with my now-at-
tuned trail legs. It took me less than 45 minutes from bottom to top; as soon as I felt the
groove tugging, I left Andy behind. I huddle in the porous fortress of rocks atop the
pass, with the cold wind gusting through and swirling around.

I gaze at the world around me. I’ve taken in the view from here many times, but the
lighting today adds surreality to the scene—fractured sunbeams penetrate a broken
cloud ceiling, haphazardly painting nearby peaks with golden hashes. A light haze
creeps over the landscape, casting distant peaks in a soft-blue glow.

Andy arrives. We will not make East Lake before darkness, and since the only reason to
go to East Lake is the views, it no longer makes sense to do so anyway.

We descend to a vacant Vidette Meadow, where we camp, and relax by the rare luxury
of a campfire.

“’Tis a night that demands a sipping whiskey,” I lament. Sadly, of that, we have none.

“It wouldn’t have lasted this long even if we had brought some,” Andy points out mat-
ter-of-factly.
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____________

IT IS CHEESEBURGER DAY, and cheeseburger day is always fast.

Down, down, down. Down the quick trail along Bubbs Creek we go. Foliage creeps in-
ward as we descend; subalpine conifers give way to deciduous brush, overgrowing the
trail. I’m aware of the fact that we haven’t seen any bears on this trip; aware of the fact
that I usually see bears in Kings Canyon; aware of the fact that along this stretch of
trail, I’ve seen a dozen bears in so many years of hiking. As we work our way down-
wards, my spidey-sense is raised.

Today, however, my spidey-sense is off; there are no bears.

We reach the Bailey Bridge at 1 0:00AM, and coax ourselves to jump in the frigid water.
The morning is cold and the water is cold, but there is simply too much bodily funk too
ignore.

We squish along the two-mile sandy walk, passing soapy dayhikers along the way.

Then there are cars; Andy’s truck is here, and the spare tire is still holding air, so there’s
that.

Soon we’re on the road. My tooth throbs, and Andy’s bicep tightens as we drive. We
had half-forgotten about these plagues—only so much throbbing to go around, and all.
We stop at the visitor’s center for a surprisingly good cup of coffee.

In Madera, We hobble into Black Bear Diner, and make ourselves whole again. Hot
coffee in hand, we resume an uneventful drive back to the Bay Area.
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____________

PROLOGUE

A Skype-consult with Andy’s brother-and-physician followed by an MRI confirmed
that Andy had, in fact, separated his distal bicep tendon entirely from its attachment
point on the radius. I guess he really wanted to loosen that lug nut.

He will have surgery, then undergo a regimen of PT. Next year, he should be fully re-
covered. Think of the pinecones he'll be able to hoist then!

My toothache reached a crescendo a few days after returning. I went back to the en-
dodontist for another root canal—this one solved the problem. Then, for the first time
in three weeks, I slept through the night.




